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Metro Emergency Operations Center
Finance Comm ittee/Executive Board
December 12,2017
Minutes
Present:

Keith Vititoe, for Kent Carper
Lieutenant Randy Sampson, for Mayor Danny Jones
Dan Foster
Chuck Boggs
Derek Johnson

Staff:

John Rutherford
Russell Emrick
Rick McElhaney
Lindsay White
Erin Shepherd
Paul Dryden
Joanna Edwards

Guests:

Chris Lambert
Sarah Crouse

John Rutherford called the meeting to order at 11:08 a.m., roll call was noted.
Motion was made to approve the Finance and Executive Board minutes from October 3,
2017 and the Executive Board minutes from November 30, 2017.
Boggs
Sampson
The motion carried unanimously.

Motion:

Second:

Finance Update
Lindsay White stated the meeting would skip ahead to the Presentation of the FY17 Audit

Report, given by Chris Lambert, a partner at Suttle & Stalnaker, and Sarah Crouse, a
supervisor at Suttle & Stalnaker. White stated that the firm had been great to work with
due to their attentiveness and professionalism and that their services were always some
of the best around. White explained that the conclusion of this audit was the first of a three
year contract.

Presentation of FYl7 Audit Report
Chris Lambert started the presentation with the financial statements. Lambert directed
the Board to the auditors' report on the financial statements, which confirmed that the
statements and the numbers given by White were accurate. Lambert continued to
Management's Discussion and Analysis, where Metro explains the differences between
FY16 and FY17 and explained that this is unaudited because it's Metro's information.
Lambert went on to the Statement of Net Position, or the Balance Sheet. Lambert stated
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that Metro's assets are up approximately $1.2 million, mainly in cash, which is a function
of revenues exceeding expenses. Lambert stated there were no major purchases of
equipment and Capital Assets actually went down because of depreciation. Lambert
stated that liabilities are down, which is a function of timing. Lambert stated that Metro's
debt is down and Pension Liability is up, which is a function of the state's investment
performance, because Pension Liability is based on the return of what the balance was
on 6/30/16 for the state, which was zero or negative that year. Lambert stated that they
had audited FY17 and it had a 15.5o/o return and when Metro got its number for FY18, it
will be down because of much better performance. Lambert moved on to the Statement
of Revenues, which showed Revenues up by about $400K, a function of the higher
landline fee passing. Lambert stated that Expenses were also up $300K-$400K, mostly
in Wages and Benefits, a function of Pension Liability. Lambert briefly touched on the
Statement of Cash Flows, explaining that it showed what Metro spent its cash on and
from where the cash came. Lambert explained the footnotes on the following pages just
went into more detail about the preceding statements and informed the Board that there
were no new accounting policies adopted in the previous year, other than the required
GASBs, that had no effect on Metro's statements. Lambert directed to Board to Capital
Assets, which showed where Metro made few major purchases in FY17, and Debt, which
showed that Metro entered into no new debt commitments and had been paying its debt
down. Lambert concluded the first packet with the Auditods Report on lnternal Control,
where the auditors would state if they found any weaknesses or deficiencies, which they
did not. Lambert stated that it was a really good report and the numbers had been very
clean the last few years working with Lindsay (White).
Lambert moved on to a second packet, which started with the Report to the Board, stating
there were no difficulties or issues, and a document that stated there were no adjustments
to the numbers given by White. Lambert stated there was no Management Letter because
the auditors didn't find anything that was worth noting separately.

Lambert asked if there were any questions; John Rutherford asked how many audits
Suttle & Stalnaker perform and how many were as clean as Metro's. Lambert replied that

very few audits are of that quality. Rutherford stated he wanted to commend Lindsay
(White) and Joanna (Edwards) in front of the Board for how exceptional they are. Lambert
stated it's very rare that they have audits that don't even require a journal entry.
Rutherford stated this has happened now at Metro several years in a row. Sarah Crouse
added that even when audits are as clean as Metro's, usually the fieldwork doesn't go as
smoothly. Crouse stated Metro is always organized and has everything ready when they
need it.

Dan Foster asked about the reporting of OPEB Liabilities starting next year. Lambert
replied the state was having that audit done right now and it will pass through to the
agencies next year. Crouse stated that right now OPEB wasn't on Metro's books as a
separate line item, but they'll have to look at it again once the new standard comes out
because it could, like the Net Pension Liability, allocate a huge portion to Metro. Foster
asked if there would be a financial consequence to expect; Crouse replied it was difficult
to tell because there were no draft numbers, but she didn't think there would be. Lambert
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stated this was one of those things that Metro wasn't actually paying, but if the liability
was reported the state is going to do something with it. Crouse stated this was very similar
to GASB68 in that there were going to be audited schedules of another agency, so the
auditors have to wait for those audited schedules to even determine the effect on Metro.
Crouse stated the OPEB schedules should not be as late as the GASB68 ones were.
Motion was made to approve the FY17 audit report.
Motion: Foster

Second: Vititoe
The motion carried unanimously.

Finance Update

FYl8 F/S YTD - Lindsay White directed the Board to the Financial Statements as of the
end of October. White stated that Current Assets, inclusive of Cash, Accounts
Receivable, and Pre-paid Assets, Metro is at $4.7 million. White stated that Significant
Additions to Property had not changed since the previous meeting, which included
servers and RAM for the KCPS Network. White stated that Landline Revenues were down

1% compared to budget, and down by 6% from the previous year-to-date. Wireless
Revenues are helping otfset that, with being up 8% compared to budget, as well as up
about 9% from the previous year-to-date. White stated that Wages and Benefits are down
9% compared to budget, and up 17o/o from previous year-to- date. White stated a class
was hired on November 1,2016, but because these statements were only through
October, that class was not reflected. With a difference of an average of 6 employees
current year-to-date, and factoring in the Board-approved raises that were effective July
2017 and a paid Director. The Total Operating Expenses were down from budget by 15%,
but up about 12% from previous year-to-date.

White informed the Board that the Homeland Security Grant application had been
approved for Phase 1 of the radio project, as well at $18,000 for EOC computers.
White stated that since the Board-approved raise had been effective in July, Metro had
not lost any employees on their own accord.
White asked if there were any questions. There were not.

Open Purchase Order Amendmenfs - Lindsay White stated that this Open Purchase
Order Amendment, for Electronic Services, lnc., doesn't technically require board
approval because no additional spending is being included. Metro is just adding another
vendor to the listing and splitting up the remaining balance between Electronic Services,
Inc. and Electronic Communications. White stated there was no action necessary and this
was just for their information.
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Approval of Frontier and Third Party Phone Maintenance Renewal and/or Refresh
Russell Emrick stated there were a lot of purchases up for approval in this meeting, but
that several of these purchases had been in negotiations for about a year so they would
fit into Metro's budget. Emrick informed the Board that Metro's current Frontier phone
system would be five years old in March. Emrick stated the Jim (Mangus) had been having
talks with Frontier and the manufacturer, Airbus, who is being bought out by Motorola,
and they negotiated before the buyout because prices were expected to go up
substantially. Emrick stated that Metro started negotiations for the five years of
maintenance with a budget of $418K and the first quote came back at $426K; after
removing some items from the list, the quote came down to $380K, approximately $gAX
below budget. Emrick pointed out that there was another quote in the meeting packet, a
quote that was only for $356K, but this quote was only for maintenance for 5 years, while
the package priced at $380K would get Metro a complete refresh of the system to the
newest version, VESTA 7.
Chuck Boggs asked what Metro took out of the package to lower the price. Emrick replied
they removed maintenance to monitors, which are being maintained in-house. Emrick
stated Frontier was also offering a Textto-911, which would have been a duplicate
system to what Metro already has, so that was removed as well, which saved $20K.
Emrick stated that between what Metro didn't actually need and what is maintained inhouse plus Lindsay (White) having Frontier check their math and itemize the quote, that's
where Metro was able to save this amount.
Motion was made to approve the quote from Frontier and 3d party for the phone system
upgrade and 5 year maintenance in the amount of $380,640.38.
Motion: Sampson

Second: Vititoe
The motion carried unanimously.
Lindsay White reiterated that Emrick had stated that there was $418K built into the budget
for this project, so the $380K was well within expectation. White stated, however, that
Metro was still waiting on answers to a couple questions about the break up between
hardware and software and asked the Board for approval to adjust the line items within
the budget accordingly based on those answers. White stated that the total will still be
within the quoted amount, but this was just to make sure each item would be conect. Dan
Foster asked White if she was sure that there was no chance this would go above budget
and if she was requesting permission to change the line items as long as they were within
the $418K original budget. White replied that the break-up of the hardware and software
would actually be within the $380K quote that was just approved. White stated back in
March when the budget was built, $105K was projected for hardware, and according to
the quote it was going to be substantially less in hardware, but more in software. John
Rutherford clarified that it would be the same cost that was approved, but just the line
items would be adjusted.
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Motion was made to approve changes in the line items within the budget for the Frontier
and 3rd party for the phone system upgrade and 5 year maintenance.
Motion: Foster
Second. Boggs
The motion carried unanimously.

Approval of Quote for Phase One of Radio Project
Russell Emrick stated that this quote came in right at the budget of $130K. Emrick stated
that Jim (Mangus) would like to be at the meeting to present, but he was in the field doing

some preliminary review with the vendor. Emrick explained there was only one quote
response to the first phase of the four phase radio project, which had a total of $131,772.
Emrick stated that thanks to Lindsay, Joanna, and the Radio team, Metro was able to
obtain a grant from the state to pay for this phase of the project so that Metro is only out
of pocket less than $2K. Emrick stated one thing that was not able to be built into the
grant was tower climbing, which Metro would also have to pay for, but the total out of
pocket would still be less than $20K out of a $150K project. Emrick stated that Metro was
asking the Board for approval for the $131,772. White added that Metro would then be
reimbursed for the $130K by the grant after everything was in place.
Motion was made to approve the quote from Aviat for phase one of the radio project for

the amount of

$131

,772, wilh the understanding that Metro would be applying for

reimbursement for $130K of this cost.
Motion: Foster
Second: Vititoe
The motion carried unanimously.

John Rutherford asked Russell Emrick to inform the Board for what Metro was paying
$1.00 more per year. Emrick explained that there would be a detailed update on the
Enterprise CAD project at the following meeting, but as a brief update, there had not been
any failures or outages aside from planned maintenance, which was a vast improvement
from the last system. Emrick continued that so many agencies using the new system was
very taxing to the network backbone and there was only so much network speed between
Metro and the Sheriffs Office and the field units, etc. Emrick stated that a year and a half
afterthe original negotiations, Metro went back to Frontier and asked what else they could
be given because there was a lot of competition in the area. Emrick explained that the
Public Safety Grant pays for this because it's the backbone for the entire county and is a
substantial bill, close to $4,000 per month, and that for only $1 more Frontier will double
the speed to the cars, increase the backbone speeds between Metro and the Sheriffs
Office that everyone utilizes by seven times, and increase the speed between Metro and
the fire departments and the Ambulance Authority by two and a half times. Emrick
reiterated that this was all for only $12 per year and would not cost Metro anything
because it's funded by the Public Safety Grant.
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Approval of County Vehicle Purchase
John Rutherford explained that in the last six years Metro has not purchased a vehicle
because of having a good relationship with the Sheriff s Office and being able to get some
of their used vehicles that had low mileage. Rutherford stated that this had resulted in
three vehicles that Metro did not have to purchase, but it was time now for Metro to do
so. Rutherford stated that Metro had recently sold a vehicle for $8,000 and had $23,000
left over from taking measures to save on some projects with the Commission, and would
like to put these funds towards purchasing a new county vehicle for Metro. Rick
McElhaney stated that Metro had also been watching some of the expenses for county
vehicles currently owned start increasing lately. Rutherford stated that Metro was
requesting permission for the director to go by state contract to purchase an all-weather
vehicle this year. Dan Foster asked if the vehicle would be $31K. Rutherford replied that
was the amount that Metro had made between selling a vehicle and saving money on
projects with the Commission, but would not be spending that amount. Rutherford stated
that Metro would be purchasing the vehicle on state contract, which would be $27K.
Motion was made to approve county vehicle purchase.
Motion: Foster
Second: Johnson
The motion carried unanimously.

Gomputers Bid Results
Russell Emrick stated that Metro went out to bid for new EOC computers and new
dispatch computers, both of which came back under budget. Emrick stated that previously

Dell Computers had won Metro's computer bids, as they are able to custom build the
workstations at a low cost. Emrick stated that three years ago when Metro went out to bid
for new dispatch computers, a regional company out of lllinois called Ace Computers, that
specializes in government contracts to build computers and support them, won the bid,
and was also the lowest responsible bidder for both of the bids this time. Emrick stated
that Metro was recommending Ace Computers for the EOC computers, at a total of
$16,075.16 and for the dispatch computers, at a total of $33,130.50, both of which are
the lowest bids and the lowest responsible bidder. John Rutherford asked Emrick if there
was grant money for these. Emrick replied the EOC computers would be fully funded by
grant money that Metro had applied for on behalf of the Office of Emergency Services.
Emrick stated this grant was for $18,000, so Metro and OES would be looking together
for how to spend the remaining funds. Emrick summarized that the EOC computers would
be of no cost to Metro and the dispatch computers would be well within budget.
Dan Foster asked what the value of the grant received was and for which project it would
be used. Emrick replied the value of the grant was $18,000 and it would be for the EOC

computers. Foster asked if the excess monies would be able to be used towards
something else. Emrick replied the funds would be used for additional equipment for the
EOC. Foster asked what the criteria was, other than cost, which qualified a candidate as
a responsible bidder. Emrick replied that the minimum qualification was that everything
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outlined in the bid was fulfilled. Emrick stated that discretion in using a trusted entity was
also a factor. Lindsay White added that responsible bidders must also have paid their
Kanawha County property taxes.
Motion was made to approve bids from Ace Computers for EOC and dispatch computers
at their listed prices.
Motion: Boggs
Second: Foster
The motion carried unanimously.

White stated that Metro was also requesting a budget amendment for the EOC account
because at the time the budget was made, Metro wasn't expecting to get this grant
money. White requested permission for Metro to make the purchase(s) out of the EOC
account, which would then be reimbursed by the grant.
Motion was made to amend the EOC account budget by $18,000 with the understanding
that the account would be reimbursed by grant monies after the purchase(s).

Motion: Foster
Second: Johnson
The motion carried unanimously.

Upcoming Procurement
lT Procuremenf - Russell Emrick stated that unfortunately the last three times that Metro
had needed to get quotes to replace its UPS batteries, the price has increased, this time
to $29K, but this would still be the ideal vendor to buy from because they would include
installation, maintenance, and warranty. Emrick stated that the price of the battery seems
high, but this vendor had originally said the Metro needed to replace the UPS, for
approximately $100K, because it is 10+ years old; however, Metro got a second opinion
and found a third party that would maintain it. Emrick stated that after this, the vendor
then came back and gave Metro another three year term. Emrick stated that this time
Metro was just asking the Board to approve up to $29,771.56. Rick McElhaney interjected
that the cost of the batteries will not go above this and Metro is actually looking into certain
things to see if it's possible for the cost to be lower. Emrick and McElhaney stated that
Metro was still in negotiations, especially considering this quote was up 50% from when
Metro replaced the batteries flve years ago, but the price definitely will not go above this
quote.

Motion was made to approve the purchase
$29,771.56.
Motion: Sampson
Second: Johnson
The motion carried unanimously.

of UPS batteries up to the amount of
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Renewal of Cellco Tower Lease Agreement
Lindsay White stated that pursuant to the lease signed in July 2008, Metro's tower
agreement with Cellco, doing business as Verizon Wireless, will automatically extend for
an additional five year period if it is not cancelled within six months of the renewal, which
would be July 2018. White stated that currently Metro receives monthly rent forthe tower
on its property in the amount of $1,631 and this amount increases every September by
3%. White stated that Jim Mangus' recommendation was to remain status quo, but the
lease will automatically renew if Metro doesn't give notice they want to terminate it.
Motion was made to approve the auto-renewal of the Cellco tower lease, extending the
agreement for an additional five years.
Motion: Foster
Second: Sampson
The motion carried unanimously.

Upcoming Procurement
Radio Procurement - Russell Emrick stated that phase one (of the radio project) had
been funded by grant money and $80K of an estimated $1 12K for phase two had also
been approved. Emrick stated that however, Metro may have to accelerate and start
moving on phases three and four within the calendar year, so in upcoming meetings there
may be a lot of radio activity. Emrick stated that Metro was looking to upgrade its current
system, which was installed in 2004.

Legislative Actions
John Rutherford stated Metro is still in defense mode, as they were last year. Rutherford
stated that Metro's main priority is to protect 911 money, which is distributed throughout
the state and Metro does not always get every cent that Kanawha County tax payers pay.
Dan Foster asked if Canie (Hill) was still helping Metro and Rutherford replied that she
was. Rutherford stated he also goes to the legislature himself quite a bit and is equipped
with letters of support from the local police, fire, and EMS departments for Metro to keep
its funding and system because it works well for the county. Foster asked if Metro
expected any challenges from anyone in particular this year; Rutherford replied he knew
that the correctional officers were getting a raise this year and the State Police had been
needing money for the crime lab, and both may be looking to 911 funds.

Old Business
New Business

-

None.

-

None.

Public Comment

-

None

Announcements

-

John Rutherford stated the next meeting is March 27
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Motion made to adjourn by Lt. Sampson at 11:52 a.m
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